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While our office does not practice in the area of employment law, and almost always refers these cases out to counsel who
do, a recent case from the Supreme Court will be of substantial interest to our clients with larger workforces.
As anyone who has been involved in a lawsuit knows, the process of demanding and exchanging written documentation, as
well as the obligation to respond to written questions known as interrogatories, is often the most time consuming and costly in the
litigation. In the typical civil action, the courts have held that the right to broad discovery exists, in the effort to obtaining admissible
evidence to support or defend the claims. Counsel often try to limit the breadth of discovery, not necessarily to hide things, but rather,
because of the cost and intrusiveness into the exercise.
There is a growing trend for suits to be filed concerning multiple employees – while these suits formerly were “common”
with larger employers, we are seeing these filed against those employing as few as 25-30 workers. These suits are brought in the
name of a single employee, but on behalf of all other similarly situated employees under a law called the Private Attorney General
Act; these claims, commonly called “PAGA Claims,” are a goldmine for Plaintiff’s lawyers because they are acting as a deputized
private attorney general, enforcing the employment laws, and as a result, the state gets 75% of any penalties that are realized and the
Plaintiff’s attorney and the Plaintiffs get to keep the rest. Now, some of these suits have merit and employees are genuinely
underpaid under the law. Other of these cases simply penalize employers for not dotting the “i’s” or crossing the “t’s” where there
was no injury to the employee, such as an immaterial omission from the pay stub provided to the employee.
These claims tend to follow the same pattern: they allege that the employer did not give the employee their proper break or
meal periods, that they did not pay for overtime that had been worked, that they did not pay the proper hourly rate for overtime that
was worked, or as mentioned, that the pay stub attached to a pay check did not include all of the statutory requirements. Some of
these violations can result in fines that are substantial per violation, even if the employee did not actually suffer any harm such as in
the case of missing information on a pay stub.
Once filed, the lawyer prosecuting the case usually seeks information on all employees, so they can “fish” for evidence of
further penalties. In some cases, courts have limited the breadth of discovery unless there was proof of widespread violations of the
law. It is the breadth of this “fishing expedition” that was explored by the California Supreme Court in its recent ruling in Williams v.
Superior Court.
In Williams, an employee of the Marshall’s retail chain accused the store of understaffing and compelling employees to work
during meal and rest periods without compensation. The case was filed as a PAGA Claim. Written discovery was served asking for
the names and contact information of all 16,500 employees of the Marshall’s store chain. The Defendants refused to hand over the
information, arguing that the Plaintiff first had to show that the claims had any merit and that asking for the information across the
state was overly burdensome and an invasion of the other workers’ privacy.
The trial court agreed and limited the contact information to the specific store where the employee worked, ruling that if it
turned out that there was substantial evidence of the violations, additional discovery could be allowed. The Plaintiff’s lawyer
challenged this ruling. The Court of Appeal also ruled for the department store chain, holding that the Plaintiff must set forth specific
facts showing good cause for the discovery sought. The matter was then filed in the California Supreme Court who agreed to hear the
case.
In a huge win for Plaintiffs’ lawyers (in reality, the lawyers are the ones who actually see most of the money recovered), the
Supreme Court reversed that ruling and held that there is no language in the statutes that require a Plaintiff to supply proof before they
are entitled to obtain wide and broad discovery. While the court, in a vague reference, indicated that cases should be managed by the
courts and that discovery should not get out of hand (such as if the lawyers sought to take the depositions of all 16,500 employees), the
discovery that can be allowed is broad.
This means if you become involved in a claim such as this, you could be required to hand over all of the information on all of
your employees and essentially give the employment lawyers the keys to your file cabinet. In fact, even the privacy interests of the
other employees is not absolutely clear here because while the Court held that employees do not have an expectation that their contact
information will be kept from a fellow employees seeking relief under the employment laws, the Court did hold that a court require a
notice to be given to the employees before the release of the information and that the court can impose a protective order prohibiting
the disclosure of the information to persons outside of the lawsuit. Thus, a lawyer can file suit based upon the complaints of a single
employee, and then obtain the employer’s records to see if there are further violations.
Circling back to why we chose to highlight this case – while our office does not typically handle cases concerning
employment litigation – we have clients who have had to face these types of claims in the past. Every employer is urged to have their
policies and practices reviewed by a competent employment lawyer to make sure that they are doing everything correctly.
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